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I. INTRODUCTION

On September 11, 1984, the Commission issued an Order (CLI-84-18)

regarding the management issues in the restart proceeding. In that

Order, the Commission decided to review five issues: (1) whether

further hearings are warranted on the three issues which the Appeal

Board remanded to the Licensing Board in ALAB-772 (adequacy of

Licensee's training program, the 1979 mailgram from Hennan Dieckamp

to Congressman Udall, and leak rate testing practices at TMI-1);

(2) whether the Appeal Board had the legal authority to remove Charles

Husted from supervisory duties for non-licensed personnel without
,

providing him with notice and an opportunity to request a hearing;
* (3) whether, in view of changed circumstances, further hearings are

required on the Hartman allegations associated with leak rate testing

practices at TMI-2 (as directed by the Appeal Board in ALAB-738)

separate from the restart proceeding; (4) whether any of the information

discussed in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, requires further hearings; and
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(5) whether further hearings are required to determined the final

disposition of the status of any individual separated by Licensee or the

Commission from the operation of Unit 1. The Commission directed the

parties to use the traditional standards for reopening a record in

addressing these issues.-

Briefs in response to CLI-84-18 were filed by the Licensee, Comon-
.

wealth of Pennsylvania, Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), Three Mile

Island Alert (TMIA), the Aamodts, and the NRC Staff. The Commonwealth,

UCS, TMIA and the Aamodts argued that further hearings were required on a

number of issues. The NRC Staff did not believe that any further hear-

ings were required, but indicated that it may be in the public interest

for the Commission, as a matter of discretion, to allow the micensing

Board to hold a hearing on the training issue which was remanded to it by

the Appeal Board in ALAB-772. The Licensee argued that no further

hearings should b'e held.

By Memorandum and Order dated February 25,1985(CLI-85-2),the

Commission decided that no further hearings are warranted in the restart

proceeding. However, the Commission also decided that it would initiate

a separate proceeding to consider what action to take concerning

individuals who might have been involved in leak rate falsification at

TMI-2, except for individuals who were identified as not involved either*

by the United States Attorney in his statement of facts at the sentencing
,

hearing for Metropolitan Edison Company or by the NRC's Office of

Investigations in its investigation of TMI-1 leak rates. Finally, the

Commission stated that it was not then deciding whether it needed the

Licensing Board's decision on the two issues (Dieckamp mailgram and

.
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training) on which the Licensing Board recently received evidence in the

reopened proceeding before deciding whether to authorize restart.

In separate motions filed on March 13, 1985, TMIA and the Comon-

wealth moved for reconsideration of CLI-85-2. TMIA argued that the

Commission applied incorrect standards in deciding whether further~

hearings are required and that the Commission's Order is based on a
,

number of errors of fact. The Commonwealth disagrees with the Order and

argues that further hearings are essential to basic health and safety

issues affecting those who live in the vicinity of TMI and to the

integrity of this proceeding and the Comission's regulation of the

nuclear industry. Licensee and the Union of Concerned Scientists filed

responses to the motions for reconsideration on March 28, 1985. For the

reasons which follow, the Staff opposes TMIA's motion for reconsidera-

tion. E
'

II. DISCUSSION

| A. The Commission Did Not Apply an Incorrect Standard in Deciding
Whether Further Hearings Were Required

THIA argues at the outset that the Commission applied an incorrect
|

| standard in deciding whether further hearings are required as part of

the TMI-1 restart proceeding. TMIA's Motion for Reconsideration of
'

| Commission's Order of February 25,1985, March 13,1985(TMIA'sMotion)

.

,1/ In NRC Staff's Answer to the Comonwealth of Pennsylvania's Motion '

for Reconsideration, April 1,1985, the Staff opposed the Comon-
wealth's motion for reconsideration.

|
|

k
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at 2-6. TMIA claims that in order for it to prevail with its argument

that further hearings were required, it would have had to have prior

discovery, and the Commission's failure to provide the opportunity for

such discovery is a violation of TMIA's due process rights. Id. at 5-6.

The Commission did not apply an incorrect standard, nor was TMIA entitled'

to discovery prior to the Commission's decision on further hearings.
,

First of all, in CLI-84-18, the Commission made it clear that it

would determine whether new information required reopening of the record

by using the " traditional standards for reopening, and, accordingly, the

parties should af. ply those standards in their comments." CLI-84-18 at 2.

There can be no dispute that the Comission's well-established and

traditional standards for reopening a record should be applied in

deciding whether to reopen the record for a hearing on new information.

Thus, the Commission set out to use the correct stardard, and announced

clearly to all pa'rties that their comments on whether further hearings on '

new information are required should be based on the reopening standards.

Contrary to this clear instruction, TMIA in its coments ignored the

Ccmmission's request for application of the traditional reopening

criteria. The Commission noted that TMIA's failure to apply the

reopening criteria eliminated to a large extent the usefulness of TMIA's
'

comments. CLI-85-2 at 4. TMIA is, therefore, hardly in a position to

challenge the criteria used by the Commission when TMIA ignored the.

Commission's direction to use the undeniably correct criteria for

determining whether reopening was required.

More importantly, however, the Commission in fact used the correct

reopening criteria in actually deciding whether to reopen the record

.
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based on new information, as is abundantly evident by reading the

Comission's opinion on whether to reopen. In most cases, the

Comission's application of the three reopening criteria was explicit.

See, e.g. , CLI-85-2 at 21, 34 (Hartman allegations of TMI-2 leak rate

falsification); 44-49 (TMI-I leak rates); 58-67 (Staff's so-called likely-

change of position); 81, 84 (changes to the Keaten Report); 90-91
,

(financial / technical interface). In those cases where the criteria were

not explicitly discussed and applied, it is clear from the Comission's

analysis that the correct criteria actually were applied, since the

discussion centered on the significance of the new information and the

likely affect it would have had on the Licensing Board's decision. TMIA

is incorrect in stating that the Comission applied incorrect standards

in deciding on reopening.

TMIA cites the Comission's request that parties in favor of further
*

hearings designate disputed issues of fact material to a restart decision

and provide factual and technical bases for their position on each issue

as evidence that the Comission used an incorrect standard in addressing

reopening. TMIA Motion at 2-6. TMIA points to portions of CLI-85-2

where the Comission cites the absence of disputed factual issues in its

resolution of whether further hearings are required. These points do not
'

support TMIA's argument that an improper standard was used. First, there

is nothing improper about citing the absence of a factual dispute as a,

reason for not holding a hearing. What better reason is there for not
,

,

holding a hearing? Secondly, the Comission's request to designate

disputed issues of fact was for the purpose of considering "the scope of
|
| further hearings, if any ...." not whether further hearings were required
i

. _ - - _ . _- - _. - . . _ . - .
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by the traditional standards for reopening. This is clear from

CLI-84-18:

The Commission in this manner will decide whether any further
hearings are required in this proceeding, and, if so, what
their scope would be. The Commission in making its determina-
tion whether new information requires reopening of the record
will use the traditional standards for reopening, and, accord--

ingly, the parties should apply those standards in their
comments. See, e.g., Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-598, 11 NRC-

879(1980). The parties in addressing the scope of further
hearings, if any, as requested throughout this order, shall
designate the specific disputed issues of fact material to a
restart decision by the Commission on which further evidence
must be produced and shall provide their most substantial
factual and technical bases for the their position on each
such issue.

Having requested the parties favoring reopening to specify disputed

facts, the Commission, in CLI-85-2, simply pointed out that not only

didn't most intervenors apply the reopening standards in arguing for

further hearings, they also generally failed to identify any disputed

facts on those is' sues on which they argued that further hearings were -

required. It remains the case, however, that the Commission did use the

correct reopening criteria to decide whether further hearings were

required.

Finally, TMIA argues that an impossible burden was placed on the

parties seeking reopening because there was no opportunity for discovery
* (1) prior to requiring the parties to address the question of whether

hearings should be held on the new information by application of the,

reopeningcriteria,and(2)priortodesignatingdisputedissuesoffact.

TMIA's Motion at 2, 5-6. TMIA succinctly states its position as follows:

"This is an incorrect legal standard since it requires the parties to

provide the factual basis for their contentions, prior to any permitted

|
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discovery." Id. at 2. TMIA's argument is without merit for several

reasons.

First, as discussed above, the Commission correctly applied the

traditional criteria for reopening a record in deciding whether any

hearings were required on any new information. These criteria have*

always placed on the moving party a heavy burden _/ to timely demonstrate2
,

that the new information relates to a significant safety or environmental

issue 3/ and likely would have caused a different result to be reached

had the new information been considered initially. 4/ But there never-

has been any general requirement that a party who may wish to move to

reopen a record must be given the opportunity to conduct " discovery" in
i

an attempt to ferret out facts in the hope that something of safety

|
|

~

|

-2/ See Metropolitan Edison Company (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.
Unit No. 1), ALAB-738, 18 NRC 177, 180 (1983); Kansas Gas and
Electric Company (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No.1)

| ALAB-462, 7 NRC 320, 338 (1978).

j
-3/ See, Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Can.,on Nuclear Power

PTant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-598, 11 NRC 846, 887 (1980); Georgia
| Power Co. (Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),
|. ALAB-291, 2 NRC 404, 409 (1975); Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

Corporation (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-138, 6 AEC
520, 523 (1973).

.

4/ See Northern Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating Station,
-

Nuclear-1), ALAB-227, 8 AEC 416, 418 (1974). In this connection,
i the Appeal Board has observed that the proponent of a motion to

reopen must establish the existence of newly discovered evidence
having a material bearing on the proper result in the case. Duke
Power Co. (McGuire Nuclear Staiton, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-669, 15 NRC
453, 465 (1982).

;

- - .-._ - _ _ _ - - - . . . . _ _ , _ _ . . - _ . _ _ ---- _ . - . . ... - . - - .-
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significance might be revealed which might have caused a different result

to be reached. N There simply is no such "due process" right.

Secondly, the requirement that parties provide the factual bases for

their contentions prior to discovery is precisely the traditional means
~

for determining the parties to a proceeding and the scope of contested

issues, which determinations by regulation occur,

prior to the commencement of discovery. See 10 C.F.R. 66 2.714(b),

2.740, 2.751a; 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix A, 66 III, IV. There is no

"due process" right to conduct discovery before providing the factual

bases for contentions.

In summary, the Commission used the correct standards, namely the

traditional criteria,for reopening a record, to determine whether further

hearings were required on new information. TMIA's arguments that the

Commission applied an incorrect legal standard are without merit.
.

B. The Commission Applied the Cort'ct Standard in Determining that
Reopening is Not Required on the Basis of the Staff's So-Called
Change of Position

TMIA argues that the Commission misapplied the reopening criteria to

the issue of Staff's so-called change of position because it required a

conclusion showing that the new information "would have" led the

Licensing Board to reach a different result rather than using the correct.

.

5/ However, a party moving to reopen the record who demonstrates with
particularity that discovery would enable it to demonstrate the
existence of a triable issue of fact may obtain deferral of action
on its motion. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station). ALAB-138, 6 AEC 520, 524 (1973). TMIA made
no such demonstration regarding any issue identified in CLI-84-18.

.
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criterion of a demonstration that the new information "might" lead to a

different result by the Licensing Board. TMIA Motion at 6-7. TMIA is

incorrect.

The Commission's analysis of the issue of Staff's possible change of

position explicitly applies the correct criteria to the new information-

cited by the Staff as a basis for its so-called change in position. The
,

Commission began its analysis as follows:

The Jotential impact of staff's "likely" change of position
can 3e assessed by considering the relationship of each of the
four items cited by staff to the Licensing Board's decisions,
followed by an assessment of its significance to the Licensing
Board's overall finding that the management issues had been
resolved for the purpose of restart. We will therefore
address each of the four matters cited by staff in turn.

CLI-85-2 at 58 (footnote omitted, emphasis added). Thus, the Commission

set out to evaluate both the significance of the new information and its

potential impact on the Licensing Board's decisions. This is consistent

with the correct ' criteria, including specifically the "might lead to a

different result" criterion. The Commission then proceeded to analyze

the significance of the new information and found none of it significant

enough to warrant further hearings, but further went on to consider

whether the new information might have caused the Licensing Board to

reach a different overall result on Licensee's management:
*

Even though, as indicated above, none of the items cited by
staff for its likely change of position taken individually are
significant enough to require hearings beyond those now.

underway, we must still consider the impact that a possible
change of position by staff might have had on the Licensing
Board's overall finding on licensee's management.

i CLI-85-2at64(emphasisadded). The Commission therefore explicitly
I

f used the correct criteria, contrary to TMIA's claim. Moreover, a party
|

|

|
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moving to reopen the record on an issue after an initial decision has

been rendared has a heavy burden to establish that reopening might change

the Licensing Board's result "in some material respect." Metropolitan

Edison Company (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2), ALAB-486,

8 NRC 9, 21 (1978). The Commission's analysis clearly described not only*

why the new information on this issue was not significant, but also why
,

it likely would not have caused the Licensing Board to reach a different

result. See CLI-85-2 at 64-67. Thus, there is no merit to any claim

that the Commission did not address the correct reopening criteria on the

issue of Staff's so-called change of position.

Although it is clear from the above discussion that the Commission

explicitly used the correct reopening criteria, it is true that in one

place in the Commission's analysis, it does use the phrase "what impact

there would have been on the Licensing Board's decision." The Commission
'

stated:

The question then concerns what imsact there would have been
on the Licensing Board's decision lad staff testified that
Ticensee "had not met the standard of reasonable assurance of
no undue risk to public health and safety," and, correspond-
ingly, whether staff's statement that it would "likely" have
so testified invalidates the Licensing Board's overall favor-
able finding on licensee. The Commission finds that staff's
"likely" change of position does not invalidate the Licensing
Board's decision. First, there was substantial other testi-
mony on licensee's acceptability. Second, and more important,.

the Licensing Board examined individual issues bearing on
licensee's acceptability. The Board, which was charged with
fully inquiring into licensee's acceptability, could not have.

accepted staff's assertions without inquiry into the
underlying events. Hence, while this testimony could have had
a significant impact on the Licensing Board's deliberations
and the course and timing of the hearing, the issue before the
Board would have involved the seriousness of these events, and
whether adequate corrective action had been taken. Therefore,
it likely would at most have led to further consideration of
the specific issues cited by staff, in light of staff's

.
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altered views, rather than to further hearings on some
abstract notion of corporate adequacy. The need for hearings
on those issues has been discussed supra.

CLI-85-2 at 66 (emphasis added). No error can be predicated on this

portion of the Commission's discussion for at least three reasons.

First, as described above, the Commission's entire nine page-

analysis of the issue of Staff's likely change in position (see CLI-85-2
,

at 58-67) explicitly stated and applied the correct reopening criteria,

including the "might have" criterion. One use of the phrase "would have"

does not invalidate the entire analysis. Secondly, as can be seen by the

entire paragraph in which the "would have" phrase appears, the Commission

nevertheless was using the "might have" criterion when it concluded:

"Therfore it likely would at most have led to further consideration of

the specific issues..." The "likely would have" language is synonymous

with "might have."

Finally, TMfA's complaint amounts to no more than a disagreement

with the Commission's language; it does not represent a meritorious

challenge to what manifestly is a correct use of the three traditional

reopening criteria.

In summary, TMIA's argument that the Commission used an incorrect

standard in deciding not to recoen the record on the Staff's so-called
*

change of position is without merit.

'

C. The Commission Has Not Applied An Erroneous Standard to Determine
When Company Employees' Actions Are to Be Imputed to Management

TMIA argues that the Commission's discussion of the circumstances

under which the acts of a corporation's employees may be imputed to
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management contains inconsistent statements of the standard which was

employed, and neither of the enunciated standards is the proper one.

TMIA Motion at 7-11. TMIA asserts that the correct standard which should

be adopted is one "which examines the current conduct of Licensee to

determine whether or not past patterns of misconduct have been-

eradicated. Only from using such a standard can the Comission make the
,

predictive determination that Licensee is capable of operating TMI-1

safely." Id. at 11. The Staff believes that there is nothing incon-

sistent in the Commission's discussion of the issue of imputing

employees' conduct to management and that the Comission properly

considered and balanced all the relevant circumstances which should be

weighed.

TMIA argues that the Comission stated two inconsistent standards or

" views." The first " view" described in TMIA's Motion (at 7-8) is

representedbyTMIA'squotationfromCLI-85-2,pages29-30.5/ Read in

their entirety, these pages express the Comission's view that (1) the

evidence does not support a finding that William Kuhns and Herman

Dieckamp in fact were responsible for the attitude that allowed leak rate

falsifications to occur, (2) the Comission does not believe that

individual executive managers such as Messrs. Kuhns and Dieckamp should
*

be held personally responsible for all_ acts of subordinate employees,

(3) only the acts of the few highest level employees can be considered.

synonymous with those of the company, and therefore they should be held

6/ THIA omits certain relevant portions of those pages from the quote
-

in TMIA's Motion at 7-8.
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responsible for their acts, (4) even for executives like Kuhns and

Dieckamp, the Commission will not, as a purely abstract proposition, hold

them completely responsible for the acts of individual employees unless

they had personal knowledge or involvement, which was not found to be the

case, and (5) given the apparent extent of the leak rate problems at*

TMI-2, the Commission does fault Kuhns and Dieckamp for not having
,

adequate procedures to bring the leak rate problems to management's

attention. The above " view" is then contrasted to what TMIA perceives as

a different and inconsistent view. As stated by TMIA:

[T]he Commission cites with seeming approval the standard set
out in a portion of the Appeal Board's decision in ALAB-772,
19NRC1193,1264-65,1265n.98(1984):

We would agree that, if further hearing established
significant improper action by . . . any employee--
the corporate entity itself must bear some of the
responsibility. The degree would depend on the
circumstances and conduct involved. In that sense,
then, t,he corporate entity can never be held blame-
less for past acts. But the question here is
whether the corporate entity can reasonably assure
more responsible conduct by its managers in the
future . . . [I]t cannot be gainsaid that [the
absence of the implicated individuals] from the
ranks of Licensee's managers removes a large hurdle
in Licensee's path to proving it is competent to
manage TMI-1 in a safe manner.

Memorandum and Order, at 82.

The Commission here appears to adopt the view that the top.

managers determine the character of the corporation, and
removal of those responsible for prior misconduct will assure
proper corporate behavior in the future. This is patently,

inconsistent with the view expressed earlier in its opinion
that top management is not responsible for the misconduct of
operational personnel.
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TMIA Motion at 9-10. 7/-

First of all, TMIA's characterization of the earlier view from

CLI-85-2 at 29-30 is incorrect. It is a gross oversimplification to

characterize it, as does TMIA, as " top management is not responsible for i

the misconduct of operational personnel." TMIA Motion at 10.*

Secondly, there is no inconsistency between the two " views" which
,

TMIA perceives. The first view expressed five points as described above.

The second " view" from the quoted portion of ALAB-772 expresses two

important principles: (1) the corporation always bears some of the

responsibility for the improper acts of its employees but (2) the

corporate entity may be able to reasonably assure more responsible

conduct in the future from its managers by removing those implicated in

wrongdoing. This second view on corporate responsibility is not incon-

sisterit with the " earlier" view that high level executives such as Kuhns
.

7/ TMIA omitted the Appeal Board's footnote 98 to the quoted statement
-

which was quoted by the Commission in CLI-85-2 at 82, and which
states:

98/ We also note that the ' corporate entity' to which TMIA
refers has been denied permission to operate TMI-1 for
more than five years. Virtually every aspect of its plant
management and operation has undergone, and will continue,

to be subject +o, scrutiny by the NRC and myriad external
organizations (includingintervenors)greaterthanthatto
which most other plants are subjected. Thus, it cannot be.

fairly said that the corporate entity has escaped sanction
for its action in connection with the THI-2 accident."

This point is particularly pertinent to TMIA's argument that the
correct standard should be concerned with the " current conduct of
Licensee" to make a " predictive determination that Licensee is
capable of operating TMI-1 safety." TMIA Motion at 11.

.
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and Dieckamp are not cortpletely a'id personally responsible for the acts

of subordinates unless they had personal knowledge or involvement. E

Not only are these two views consistent, they reflect the correct

standard for judging the " character" or integrity of a Comission

licensee. In NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 (An Evaluation of the Licensee's-

Management Integrity as it Affects Restart at Three Mile Island Nuclear
,

Station, Unit 1, Docket 50-289, July 1984), the Staff discussed the

standards for judging a licensee's management integrity. Relevant to
.

I

TMIA's argument that two " views" described above both represent incorrect

standards, the Staff set forth the following criteria:

The evaluation of an applicant's or licensee's character is
based on consideration of all of the relevant circumstances.
In general, no single factor or trait relevant to character is
a per se bar to the issuance or retention of a license. For t

exampli-~ evidence of a poor compliance record must be
evaluated in conjunction with subseouent corrective actions.
The FCC has held that even criminal miscori.ct may be
outweighed by the long-standing " uncommonly good" and
" meritorious" record of an applicant. Reorganization of
managertent in an attempt to address problems which have been
identified may be a relevant mitigating factor. In the case
of judging the character of a corporation, removal of an
individual responsible for misconduct may leave corporate
character intact. Indeed, the willingness of a company to
remove top management officials who are or may be involved in
wrongdoing reflects well on the sincerity of management in
correcting deficiencies.

* * * ,

*

Only in extraordinary circumstances may an applicant's conduct
be so opprobrious as to render the applicant unfit per se.
For example, where the particular facts demonstrated that the.

misconduct in ouestion consisted of willful deception of the|

8/ Indeed, the Commission found that although Kuhns and Dieckamp did
not have personal knowledge or involvement, they were at fault for-

|
not having procedures which would have brought the leak rate

| falsifications to their attention. CLI-85-2 at 30.
i,

|

-...
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agency on a grand scale or corrupt practices, an applicant's
character may be tainted beyond redemption. In these extreme
cases, the evaluation of character, and whether it could be
redeemed, focused on specific individuals, rather than a
corporate entity. Assumedly, personnel changes can always
cure defects in corporate character.

Absent such egregious misbehavior, even where an applicant has
engaged in willful misconduct, it has been held that an agency*

does not abuse its discretion in granting (a license uponand character) hasdetermining that the applicant's conduct
* improved so as now to be in compliance with regulatory,

requirements.

* * *

The question of individual versus organizational character was
addressed by the ASLB in the recent South Texas decision.
LBP-84-13, supra, slip op. at 24-25. While noting that
organizations necessarily conduct their activities through
individuals, the ASLB stated that the failure of one or more
individuals to demonstrate adequate character does not per se---
indicate a lack of organizational character. The ASLB also
stated that "only a limited group of corporate employees may
truly be regarded as exercising a sufficient degree of
responsibility so as to be deemed to affect an organization's
character." The ASLB concluded as follows:

[W] emu'stthereforeevaluatesuchfactorsasthe
role of particular individuals in the organization,
the responsibilities which they exercise, the
seriousness and frequency of any deficiencies
attributable to them, and the steps taken by the
organization when deficiencies are discovered. Our
final judgment . . . must balance all of these
factors.

NUREG-0680,Supp.No.5,at12-3to12-6(citationsandfootnotes

omitted). The Commission's discussion in CLI-85-2 of corporate and,

executive responsibility for the improper acts of , employees, indeed the
.

very portions cited by TMIA in its Motion, correctly and consistently

reflects these principles.

In short, the Commission's discussion of Licensee's responsibility

and the responsibility of its high executives reflects the correct

.
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standards for judging management integrity and is not internally;

inconsistent.

D. The Commission Did Not Make Errors of Fact in Its Analysis of Unit 2
Leak Rate Falsification

TMIA claims that the Commission's analysis of the Unit 2 leak rate*

issue contains a number of factual errors. TMIA Motion at 13-19. They
,

can be summarized as follows: TMIA claims that (1) the Commission erred

in stating that the U.S. Attorney exonerated Messrs. Kuhns and Dieckamp,

(2) the Commission is incorrect in finding that Kuhns and Dieckamp were

not responsible for the attitude which allowed the falsification to occur

because (TMIA believes) financial considerations were a motive for

tolerating leaks and therefore senior management must have been aware of

the situation, (3) the Commission failed to adequately address the

Licensee's " cover-up" of leak rate falsification, and (4) the Commis-

sion's analysis o'f Michael Ross is based on erroneous facts. None of

these claims has merit.

With respect to the U.S. Attorney's exoneration of Messrs. Kuhns and

Dieckamp, the Statement of Facts Submitted by the United States states:

The evidence would establish that a number of employees of the
Metropolitan Edison Company engaged in the criminal activities
charged in the indictment. However, the evidence presented to
the grand jury and developed by the United Stats Attorney does,

not indicate that any of the following persons participated
in, directed, condoned or was aware of the acts or omissions
that are the subject of the indictment:.

William G. Kuhns Frederick D. Hafer,

! Herinan M. Dieckamp Richard Heward
l Robert C. Arnold Henry D. Hukill

James S. Bartman Edwin E. Kintner
Shepard Bartnoff James R. Leva
Bernard H. Cherry Robert L. Long

|
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Phillip R. Clark Frank Manganaro
Verner H. Condon Ernest M. Schleicher
Walter M. Creitz Floyd J. Smith
Robert Fasulo William A. Verrochi
Ivan R. Finfrock Raymond Werts
William L. Gifford Richard F. Wilson

The above list of individuals includes all directors and
officers of GPU Nuclear Corporation from its organization in*

1982 to the date of the indictment and all directors of the
defendant company during the period covered by the indictment.

,

There can be no serious claim that this statement does not support the

Commission's discussion of the involvement of Messrs. Kuhns and Dieckamp

in leak rate falsification at Unit 2, which appears in CLI-85-2 as

follows:

There is currently no direct evidence that either Kuhns or
Dieckamp knew of, condoned, or was involved in leak rate
falsification at THI-2. In the Change of Plea and Sentencing
of Metropolitan Edison on February 28, 1984 United States
Attorney David Queen stated that the evidence developed in the
grand jury inquiry does not indicate that any of the Directors
and Officers of GPU Nuclear from its inception in 1982 to the
date of the , indictment, or any of the Directors of Met. Ed.,
" participated in, directed, condoned or was aware of the acts
or omissions that are the subject of the indictment." Queen
specifically included Kuhns and Dieckamp in this category.
The Commission recognizes that neither it nor the public has
access to the information before the grand jury which led to
this statement. However, the Commission believes it is
justified in relying on a good faith statement by the U.S.
Attorney to the court.

CLI-85-2 at 28. TMIA's claim that this " distorted the views of the U.S.

Attorney" (TMIA Motion at 13) is patently incorrect..

With respect to TMIA's claim that senior Licensee management are
.

responsible for the attitude which allowed the falsifications to occur

because of financial pressures (TMIA Motion at 14-16), TMIA has failed to

! provide any new information which demonstrates that the Commission erred

in resolving the Unit 2 leak rate falsification issue. Instead, TMIA

|
|

.
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would . ave the Commission hold Licensee's senior management such as Kuhns

and Dieckamp responsible for the leak rate falsifications based on TMIA's

speculation that financial pressures directly caused individuals to

falsify leak rate tests. As stated by TMIA:
* If financial considerations were indeed the motive for deliberate

toleration of these leaks, senior corporate management must have
been aware of and pressed these considerations since only they held

,

financial responsibility within the corporation.

TMIA Motion at 15 (emphasis added). This speculation provides no basis

to reconsider the Commission's analysis of the Unit 2 leak rate issue.

As described above (section II.B. of this brief), the Commission cor-

rectly found that the evidence does not support a finding that Kuhns and

Dieckamp in fact were responsible for the attitute that allowed leak rate

falsifications to occur, and that absent their personal knowledge of, or

involvement in, leak rate falsifications, which was not found to be the

case, they should not be held personally responsible. CLI-85-2 at 29-30.

However, the Commission did fault Kuhns and Dieckamp for not having

procedures in place which would have brought the leak rate problems to

their attention. J_d,at30. There is no error associated with thesed

conclusions.

Concerning the TMIA's claim that the Commission did not adequately

address the Licensee's alleged " cover-up" of the Unit 2 falsification,.

the Commission explicitly pointed out in consideration of the cover-up
.

arguments that Licensee was, until recently, unable to pursue the matter

because of a grand jury and criminal trial, but now is investigating the

falsification issue, and these facts do not indicate a cover-up.

CLI-85-2 at 31 n.26. The Staff does not believe that further discussion
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of the point by the Comission was necessary. As for the specific points

that TMIA claims the Commission did not consider, nothing more need be

said than that the Comission did consider them. See, e.g., CLI-85-2 at

59-60 (Faegre and Benson Report not made available until March 1983);
*

23-27 (continued involvement of Mr. Mehler in TMI-1 operations).

Finally, regarding TMIA's implication that Mr. Ross may have been.

aware of, or involved in, leak rate falsification at TMI-2, the

Commission's conclusion that it is highly unlikely that Mr. Ross knew of

or was involved in leak rate falsification at TMI-2 is fully explained in

CLI-85-2 at 23-25 and, contrary to TMIA's argument, adequately supported

by the 01 Report cited by the Commission in CLI-85-2 at 25.

In summary, as explained above, the Commission did not make errors

of fact in its analysis of Unit 2 leak rate falsification. EI

)

9/ In view of the Commission's decision to institute a separate
proceeding on TMI-2 leak rate falsification, TMIA has requested the-

Commission to clarify its order to provide for the continuation of
the voluntary discovery on TMI-2 leak rate falsification which was
begun as part of the remanded proceeding. TMIA Motion at 11-13.
More specifically, TMIA seeks continued access to documents produced-

by Licensee. Id. at 12. Because the Commission reversed the Appeal
Board's remand of the TMI-2 leak rate issue (CLI-85-2 at 34), there
currently is no proceeding in which such discovery can be conducted,*

and TMIA therefore has no right to such discovery at this time.
Since Licensee has opposed such voluntary discovery against it
(Licensee's Response to TMIA and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Motions for Reconsideration of CLI-85-2, March 28,1985, at 10 n.8)
and there is no proceeding in which TMIA has a right to such
discovery, TMIA's request that the Commission clarify its order to
provide for such discovery should be denied.

.
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E. The Comission Did Not Err In Its Analysis of the Unit 1 Leak
Rate Practice Issue

TMIA claims that the Commission erroneously concluded that "there

are no significant factual disputes concerning leak rate practices at

TMI-1." TMIA Motion at 19, quoting CLI-85-2 at 45. The Staff believes*

that the Comission's conclusion is accurate. Neither TMIA nor any other
,

party has produced any information to dispute the significant facts which

support the Comission's determination that reopening the record is not

required on this issue. Specifically, unlike at TMI-2, there was no

motive to falsify leak rate tests at TMI-1, since there was no excessive

leakage at TMI-1. CLI-85-2 at 45. At TMI-1, there were only an

extremely few instances where the leak rate would have been excessive if

the additions had not occurred. M.at45-46. Indeed, leak rate tests

at TMI-1 in most cases would have been within the technical specification

limits even witho"ut any additions. M.at49. It was not difficult to y

conduct acceptable leak rate tests at TMI-1. M.at46. And there is no

evidence that the discarding of invalid tests was for the purpose of

hiding excessive leakage or misleading the NRC, although that practice

did violate NRC requirements. M.at47. Based on these significant and

L;.jisputed facts, the Comission was clearly correct in concluding that
.

the information on leak rate practices at TMI-1 does not raise a

significant safety issue which might have caused the Licensing Board to.

reach a different result on anv issue.

Furthermore, there is no merit to TMIA's arguments that the matters

they identify in TMIA's Motion at 19-21 are significant factual disputes.

There is no safety significance associated with most operators' and shift

.. .
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supervisors' merely knowing that hydrogen additions could affect leak

rate test results. Also, in view of the undisputed facts identified

above which support the Commission's decision, there is no significance

to the existence of and knowledge of the loop seal, even considering

TMIA's speculation that " operators may have learned to manipulate leak-

rates in Unit 2 from similar falsifications in Unit 1." TMIA Motion
,

at 20 (emphasis added). The undisputed facts do not support such specu-

lation. See also CLI-85-2 at 47, n.36 and 48-49 on the loop seal issue.

Finally, TMIA's assertion that Ross may have known that the loop seal may

have been used at Unit 1 to make improper additions of hydrogen was

properly treated by the Commission as mere speculation. See CLI-85-2

at 48.

In short, the Commission did not err in deciding that no hearing is

required on leak rate practices at TMI-1.
.

F. The Commission Did Not Err in Its Analysis of Alleged
Discrimination Against Parks, King and Gischel

TMIA claims that the Commission made a number of errors of fact in

its analysis of alleged discrimination against Parks, King and Gischel.

TMIA Motion at 21-23. TMIA asserts generally that the Commission ignored

the fact that King and Gischel were engaged in " protected activity
*

involving the reporting of safety violations" when Licensee management

tcsk action against them. Id. at 21. TMIA cites ten specific statements.

made by the Commission on this issue which TMIA alleges are erroneous and

demonstrate that the Commission erred in its analysis of the issue. I_d .

at 22-23. However, TMIA does not even attempt in its motion for recon-

sideration to explain why the ten statements it cites are erroneous.

. -_. - . . _ . .- -- - - _ _ _ - .
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Instead, TMIA merely bases its assertions that the ten Commission state-

ments are erroneous on citations to the Petition for Revocation of

License of General Public Utilities Nuclear Corporation on the Basis of

Deficient Character, August 13, 1984, as supplemented, filed on behalf of

TMIA and others (Petition). That Petition was denied by the Director of*

the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in a Director's Decision issued
,

on January 15, 1985. See 21 NRC 263 (1985). In addition, the

information contained in that Petition was specifically considered by the

Staff in connection with the issue of whether the record should be

reopened on the Parks, King, Gischel matter and the other matters

identified by the Commission in CLI-84-18. See NRC Staff's Reply to

Other Parties' Comments in Reponse to CLI-84-18, October 29, 1984, at

2-4. Since TMIA has presented no new information on why the record

should be reopened on the Parks, King and Gischel matter, and TMIA has

wholly failed in 'its motion for reconsideration to explain why the

Commission erred in CLI-85-2, the Staff will respond to TMIA's claim that

the Commission erred in its statements on this issue by briefly

explaining why each of TMIA's claims of erroneous statements is

incorrect. For the reasons which follow, none of the ten statements

cited by TMIA are erroneous.
'

1. TMIA claims that the Commission made an erroneous statement

when it said that the only reasonable criticisms of Licensee are that a.

Bechtel employee had a private procurement investigation of King

conducted, that Licensee acted peremptorily in suspending King without

pay based on the limited information it then possessed, and that the

timing of King's suspension and ultimate removal was unfortunate. TMIA
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Motion at 22, citing CLI-85-2 at 72. The cited Commission statement is

consistent with the findings of the Staff on this issue, which are based

on the 01 Report on King's involvement with Quiltec. See NUREG-0680,

Supp. No. 5 at 10-19 to 10-20. Specifically, when all the facts

regarding Licensee's actions concerning King are considered in their.

entirety, it can be concluded that " King was properly suspended and
.

removed from his duties at GPUN as a result of his involvement with

Quiltec." Id. at 10-20. TMIA has provided no new factual information to

show that this conclusion is erroneous. The Commission's statement,

cited above, which is consistent with the facts and conclusions

summarized in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, is not incorrect.

2. TMIA claims that the Commission made an erroneous statement

when it said: "The investigation by the Bechtel employee appears to have

been at least partly based on a personality conflict, and GPUN did not

approve of that i'nvestigation." TMIA Motion at 22, quoting CLI-85-2 s

at 72. That statement is amply supported by the facts as found by 01 and

described in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-6 to 10-9. The Comission

did not err in making that statement.

3. TMIA states that the Commission erred when it said: " Licensee

had sufficient information to act against King when it did." TMIA Motion
'

at 22, quoting CLI-85-2 at 72. The Commission's statement on the-

sufficiency of Licensee's information to act against King when it did is
,

fully supported by the facts. See NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-19 to

10-20. In particular, the Staff noted that the Department of Labor

concluded, and the Staff agreed, that "the serious manner in which GPUN

dealt with King for his recruiting of GPUN employees was totally

_. -_ -. ..
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consistent with existing GPUN practice." Id. at 10-20. Also, the Staff

concluded that " King was properly suspended and removed from his duties

at GPUN as a result of his involvement with Quiltec." Id. The Commis-

sion did not err in finding that Licensee had sufficient information to

act against King when it did.*

4. TMIA states that the Commission made an erroneous statement,,

when it said: " Licensee revised the suspension to one with pay to'obtain

further information from King regarding his safety concerns." TMIA

Motion at 22, quoting CLI-85-2 at 72. The Commission's statement is

correct and is supported by the facts as found by 01 and the Staff. As

NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, describes, "On February 25, 1983, Arnold and

Clark decided that King's suspension would be with pay to make certain

that King would bring any safety concerns he had to GPUN's attention.

The meeting on King's safety concerns took place later that day."

NUREG-0680, Supp." No. 5, at 10-8. While TMIA may feel that Arnold's

" belated concern" is not genuine (see Petition at A-297), TMIA has

produced no evidence in support of such speculation, nor has it shown any

reason why the Commission was in error to rely upon the statements of

Arnold mi Clark. The Commission did not err.

5. TMIA claims that the following Commission statement is
.

errone';us: "While the timing of the suspension may have given the

appearance that it was retaliatory, the evidence does not support such a-

conclusion." TMIA Motion at 72, quoting CLI-85-2 at 72-73. The

Commission's statement is correct and supported by the facts. As

described in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-20: "There is no question

that the timing of King's suspension and ultimate removal was poor."

- - . - . -
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However, "D0L made the point, and the staff agrees, that the serious

manner in which GPUN dealt with King for his recruiting of GPUN employees

was totally consistent with existing GPUN practice. ... Once senior

management officials became aware of King's involvement, they acted
"

quickly and in a manner they perceived to be fair and equitable." Based

on these and other facts described in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, the Staff.

concluded "that King was properly suspended and removed from his duties

at GPUN as a result of his involvement with Quiltec," and not out of

retaliation for raising safety concerns. NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at

10-20. The Commission did not err in finding that the evidence does not

support a conclusion that the Licensee's suspension of King was

retaliatory.

6. TMIA claims that the following Commission statement is

erroneous: "The evidence developed by 01 indicates that licensee was

motivated by concern for Gishel's physical problems, and, indeed, if

licensee had not acted as it did it could have been criticized for

failing to act regarding a potential safety concern." TMIA Motion at 22,

quoting CLI-85-2 at 73. The Commission's statement is consistent with

the facts described in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-20 to 10-23.

Specifically, based upon the evidence developed, the Staff concluded

|
"that the licensee's reason for attempting to get Gischel to take the

neuropsychological examination was the concern on the part of many-

| officials with GPUN that Gischel was in fact having serious physical

problems, which potentially presented a danger to both himself and other
: |

GPUN employees at the TMI site." NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-22.

Additionally, the Staff believed "that GPU felt that Gischel had a
!

|
.
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serious medical problem that had to be dealt with before they could

decide if Gischel was able to resume the full range of his duties as

Plant Engineering Director at TMI." M.at10-23. The Commission's

statement is consistent with these conclusions which, in turn, are based

* on the evidence which was developed regarding Mr. Gischel. The

Commission's statement is not erroneous.,

7. TMIA states that the Commission erred by stating: "As in the

case of King, this controversy happened to occur at the same time that

Gischel was raising safety concerns. While this may have given the

appearance of retaliation, the evidence does not support such an
|

inference." TMIA Motion at 23, quoting CLI-85-2 at 74. The Commission's

statement is consistent with the evidence developed on the Gischel issue.

See NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-21 to 10-23. That evidence led the

Staff to conclude that "there was no intimidation, harassment, or retali-

*

ation against Gischel for his refusal to take the neuropsychological

examination and that the taking of the examination, itself, was not

harassment." M.at10-23. The Commission did not err by not finding

retaliation against Gischel.

8. TMIA states that the Comission made an erroneous statement when

it said: "There has been no showing of a widespread pattern of
.

discrimination against more than one individual." TMIA Motion at 23,

quoting CLI-85-2 at 74-75. The Commission's statement correctly reflects-

the conclusions, based on an analysis of the facts, that although Parks

was harassed by management officials of Bechtel with the knowledge of

GPUN (see NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-17), King was properly suspended

and removed from his duties at GPUN as a result of his involvement with
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Quiltec (see id. at 10-20), and that there was no intimidation,

harassment, or retaliation against Gischel (see jd. at 10-23). There was

no error by..the Commission in stating that there has been no showing of a

" widespread pattern of discrimination against more than one individual."

9. TMIA states that the Commission made an erroneous statement in*

its discussion of the harassment against Parks when it said that Robert
,

Arnold was the major GPUN official involved. TMIA Motion at 23, citing

CLI-85-2 at 75. TMIA relies on its Petition to show the involvement of

other GPUN officials (Clark, Gifford, Wilson, Kuhns), as well as the

corporation as a whole. The Petition citations relied upon by TMIA, how-

ever, discuss these other GPUN officials in connection with King and
i

Gischel, not Parks. The Commission statement about Arnold deals with

Arnold's involvement in the Parks matter. See CLI-85-2 at 74-75. TMIA

has provided no information which even addresses the validity of the

Commission's stat'ement that Arnold was the major GPUN official involved -

in the Parks matter, let alone which shows it to be erroneous. El

10. TMIA states that the Commission made an erroneous statement
!

when it said, in its discussion of the Parks issue, "that the removal of
|

Arnold eliminates any such overlap" of individuals and policies between

Units 1 and 2. TMIA Motion at 23, quoting CLI-85-2 at 75. TMIA relies
|

.

on its Petition in support of this claim of error. The cited pages of

H/ TMIA appears to believe that the Staff was in error for concluding
that the corporation was responsible for acts of harassment against
Parks. TMIA Motion at 23, citing NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 10-19.
In support of its position, TMIA cites its Petition at A-291. There
is no information therein which contradicts the Staff's conclusion.

.
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the Petition deal with TMIA's view of alleged harassment directed at

Parks, King, Gischel, and Wenger. The quoted Commission statement, how-

ever, deals only with Arnold's involvement in the harassment of Parks,

the only harassment found by the Commission. See CLI-85-2 at 71-75.

TMIA's referenced Petition pages do not contain any information showing*

that the Commission's statement that the removal of Arnold eliminates the
,

overlap is erroneous. Although it is true that, in the Staff's view,

"GPUN abdicated its responsibility to investigate Parks (sic) allegation

of harassment and ensure appropriate remedial measures... the

deficiencies exhibited in the Parks matter were isolated occurrences and

are not programatic in nature.... In each of [the other cases of alleged

discrimination against GPUN employees], the Staff found the allegations

to be without merit and that GPUN had acted properly in its dealings with

these employees." NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 13-10. In view of this

and the Commissio'n's correct finding, discussed above, that Arnold was

the major GPUN official involved in Bechtel's discrimination against

Parks, the Commission's statement that the removal of Arnold eliminates

the overlap of individuals and policies between TMI-1 and TMI-2 is

clearly correct.

G. The Commission Did Not Inadequately Analyze the Facts Concerning.

the Keaten Report

TMIA argues that the Commission's analysis of the facts concerning-

the Keaten Report is deficient because the Commission failed to fully

address the pattern of modifications to the Keaten Report. TMIA Motion

at 23-24. TMIA is incorrect.

- -. - - - --
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First, the Commission was fully aware of the number of changes and

the pattern those changes were alleged to portray as can be seen by the

Commission's summary of the parties' comments. See CLI-85-2 at 76-79.

Thus, all of the information contained in TMIA's Motion was already

brought to the Commission's attention and considered. There is no new-

information in TMIA's Motion for the Commission to consider. Secondly.
,

the Commission correctly characterized the issues associated with the

Keaten Report as: (1) changes to the Report; (2) Licensee's response to

the NOV; (3) Licensee's obligation to provide the Keaten Report to the

NRC; and (4) Licensee's recent statements and actions regarding the

report. Id. at 79. Thirdly, the Commission noted that revisions to

reports, even if intended for external use, do not raise a serious

integrity issue unless it can be concluded that false infor: nation was

used intentionally or negligently. Id. at 80. Finally, the Commission

correctly concluded that even if the changes to the Keaten Report were

designed to improve GPU's position, the actual changes made do not raise

a significant safety issue which might have changed the Licensing Board's

decision. Id. at 81. For these reasons, the Staff believes that the

Commission adequately considered the changes to the Keaten report.

TMIA also claims that the Commission is " confused" about the reasons

for the changes to the Keaten Report; TMIA claims that the Commission, in

discussing draft portions of the Report which contained information in,

conflict with the Company's response to the NRC's Notice of Violation

(NOV) regarding operation with excessively high PORV discharge line tem-

peratures, cites a Staff conclusion which TMIA asserts is not relevant to

that particular NOV response. TMIA motion at 24, citing NUREG-0680,
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Supp. No. 5, at 8-21. The Commission's Order does not reflect confusion.

The Commission's discussion of the background of the Licensee's response

to the NOV discusses two aspects of Licensee's response: (1) the

intentional violation of the TMI-2 Emergency Procedure regarding the

closure of the PORV block valve and (2) operator desensitization to high-

tail pipe temperatures. CLI-85-2 at 75-76. While it is true that the
,

discession does not specifically mention the third aspect of Licensee's

response, namely Licensee's response regarding EFW Surveillance Procedure

Technical Specifications, the Staff's conclusion cited by the Commission

applies to all three aspects of Licensee's response. See NUREG-0680,

Supp. No. 5, at 8-19 to 8-22 and 13-4 to 13-5. Thus, TMIA is wrong in

stating that the Commission's citation "has nothing whatever to do with

that particular NOV response." TMIA Motion at 24

TMIA also is incorrect in suggesting that the Commission is confused

about Dieckamp's' involvement in reviewing Licensee's response to the NOV.

TMIA Motion at 24. While Dieckamp's statement that he reviewed the

matter and found the argument " kind of thin" does refer specifically to

the EFW Surveillance Procedure Technical Specifications, Dieckamp in fact

reviewed Licensee's entire response to the NOV and had only that one area

of concern. NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, at 13-13. Nothing in CLI-85-2
*

supports the suggestion that the Commission is confused about this. The

Staff also notes that Mr. Dieckamp's overall responsibility with respect.

to this event is evaluated in Section 13.2 of NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5.

The Staff concluded that evidence was not developed that would indicate

that Mr. Dieckamp's involvement in reviewing the response to the NOV was

improper. In addition, the Staff concluded that evidence was not

_ _ _ _ _
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developed which would indicate that Mr. Dieckamp had personal knowledge

that the response was inaccurate, incomplete or contrary to conclusions

reached by others within Met-Ed or GPUSC. The Commission's discussion of

Mr. Dieckamp's review of Licensee's response to the NOV is entirely
'

consistent with these conclusions.

TMIA further claims that the Commission erred "in finding that Kuhns.

and Dieckamp told the Commission that the study might well be made public

and hence have a public impact." TMIA Motion at 25, ouoting CLI-85-2 at

84. TMIA states that they both clearly implied the opposite, citing

statements by Kuhns ("This was not a report that was designed for

advocacy on our part and therefore not really for public information.")

and Dieckamp ("At no time in my mind was it designed as a document for

external distribution.") Id. The Commission did not err on this point.

In CLI-85-2, the Commission stated:
~

The Commission finds nothing warranting a hearing on licensee's
contradictory statements regarding the purpose of the report. Those
statements indicate that the purpose of the Report was an internal
study, but it was recognized that the study might well be made
public and hence have a public impact.

CLI-85-2 at 83. This statement simply reflects the Commission's
i

conclusion that Licensee recognized that although the Report was intended

for internal use, it nevertheless might be made public. Both Kuhns and
*

!

| Dieckamp were interviewed on this matter as part of OI's investigation

|' into the Keaten Report (OI Investigation Report 1-83-012, May 12, 1984).

|
During their questioning about the purpose of the report, Mr. Kuhns

testified, "I think the fact that it was initiated as an internal review

for our own information, and the suggestion later, I guess, by some that
!

this could become of interest to others, is not necessarily totally

.

- --- n .-o-
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inconsistent. You can decide to do something, and then events overtake,

and you find that the report is used for other purposes." 01 Keaten

Ex. 14 at 32. Similarly, Mr. Dieckamp testified: "When I and Bob Arnold

commissioned that report, my view was that that was for our internal
'

learnings. I had to recognize that it would be externally available, but

it was not designed for that purpose." 0I Keaten Ex. 16 at 33. Thus,.

the testimony provided by Kuhns and Dieckamp supports the Commission's

finding that statements made by Kuhns and Dieckamp indicate that the

purpose of the Report was an internal study, but it was recognized that

the study might well be made public and hence have a public impact.

There is no error associated with the Commission's discussion of the

point.

H. The Commission Did Not Err in Addressing the Changes to the
Lucien Report

TMIA alleges" error in the Commission's resolution of the issue of

change to the Lucien Report. TMIA Motion at 25-26. Specifically, TMIA

claims that the Commission was factually incorrect in finding that Lucien

changed a conclusion that start-up and test documents may have been

falsified because of Lucien's understanding that a discrepancy in records

was based on poor administrative practices and recordkeeping. Id. TMIA
,

also claims that Licensee employees argued for the change regarding

start-up and test documents before they had determined that such a-

falsification had not occurred, and that Lucien changed the report on

this point without investigating the matter further. Id.

As discussed in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 at 9-4 through 9-6, GPUSC

employees argued that Lucien may have reached the conclusion about
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start-up and test documents without understanding all of the facts. They

explained to Lucien that certain pretest inspection (grooming) efforts

were standard operating practice, done without documentation, at TMI-2.

On the basis of that practice, the GPUSC employees stated that it was
~ possible the tests identified in Lucien's report as not being possible to

complete in one day, as the test records indicated, could possibly have,

been completed earlier and documented in one day. These GPUSC employees

did not try to convince Lucien that the testing was completed, since they

did not know, but rather explained to Lucien that he should understand

the practice before he judged that the test records were falsified. It

was Lucien who decided to change his conclusion based upon this

explanation without going back to determine if in fact all testing was

completed. 1_1/ Also, as pointed out in NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 at 9-8,

the GPUSC employees did not leave the meeting with the understanding that
'

Lucien would make any of the changes discussed in their meeting.

Furthermore, they did not follow-up their meeting with Lucien to

determine what changes, if any, Lucien incorporated into his final

report. Thus, the Commission had a sound basis to conclude that the

H/ As part of its investigation into changes to the Lucien Report, 01
interviewed Florante Soberano, who was a Senior Start-Up Engineer-

for a construction contractor of Licensee's during the construction
of TMI-2. Soberano was the individual who actually performed the
tests called into question by Lucien. Soberano confirmed that the-

testing actually took him three weeks to perform; however, he said
that he signed off on all of the paperwork using the date of the
last test. He stated that on balance of plant systems where there
was no applicable Quality Control Program, construction testing was
typically recorded in this manner. 01 Investigation Report
No.1-83-012, "Possible Improper Influence Exerted on Contractor to
Change Report Critical of the Licensee," Ex. 5 at 1.

. . - . .__ ._ --
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:

Commission was not aware of any direct evidence of wrongdoing by Licensee )

associated with the changes to the Lucien Report and, hence, that a
!

hearing on this issue is not warranted. The Commission did not err in

resolving this issue.

.

I. The Commission's Analysis of the Staff's Peliance on Licensee
Management Changes in 1982 Is Not Erroneous

.

TMIA complains that although the Commission accepted the Staff's

explanation for its change in position on Licensee's management, the

Commission never explained what occurred after January 1982 to lead the

Staff to revalidate its position on Licensee's management. TMIA Motion

at 26. First, the Commission specifically acknowledged TMIA's argument

that no significant reorganization occurred in 1982. See CLI-85-2 at 57.

Secondly, the Commission's Order explicitly noted, and the Commission

relied upon, the significant organizational changes which Licensee

instituted beginning on June 10, 1983 and continuing into 1984. See

CLI-85-2 at 12, 14. These organizational changes resulted in the removal

from TMI-1 of individuals who could be implicated by the then open

integrity issues. The absence from the present TMI-1 organization of

individuals who could be implicated in wrongdoing was explicitly cited by

the Commission in concluding that Staff's so-called change in position

did not raise a significant issue insofar as the present TMI-1 organiza-'

| tion was concerned. See id. at 59, 61, 64. Thus, the Commission did
: ,

cite and rely on post-1982 changes in Licensee's organization in accept-

ing Staff's explanation for Staff's current position on Licensee's

management.

.__ _ - ._ --. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - -..
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TMIA also claims that "the Staff made no effort to explain why it

chose the date of January 1,1982 as the turning point for its renewed

faith in GPUN management." Id. at 26, n.9. TMIA is wrong. In NRC

Staff's Brief in Response to CLI-84-18, October 9,1984 (Staff's Brief),

the Staff explained:*

Finally, the Commission requested the Staff to explain
,

why it believes current GPUN management is acceptable in light
of assertions that management may not have been adequate until
1982, noting that from 1980-1982, key GPUN personnel such as
Messrs. Clark and Hukill held senior management positions, and
some organizational elements that were in place prior to 1982
closely parallel the current GPUN structure. CLI-84-18
at 10-11, n.5. This issue is discussed in general for current
GPUN management in sections 13.1.3 and 13.1.4 of NUREG-0680,
Supp. No. 5. As stated therein, GPU's nuclear-related
activities were reorganized under GPUN effective January 1,
1982. Although GPUN, as the successor to Met-Ed, n st bear
the responsibility for the improper activities of Met-Ed, the
Staff also considers the reorganization and consolidation of
GPU nuclear activities into GPUN as a significant remedial
action which has improved Licensee's performance. Id.
at 13-7. The Staff's focus regarding the TMI-1 restart
integrity is, sues, therefore, was on the potential implication
or involvement of any individuals who were in management
positions in GPUN. With respect to individuals such as
Messrs. Clark and Hukill, who currently hold key management
roles within the GPU/GPUN/TMI-1 management organization, the
Staff has evaluated the involvement of these and other
individuals in Met-Ed and GPUN events that could reasonably be
considered to relate to their managerial integrity.
Section 13.2.1 of NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, contains an
evaluation and Staff position on the following individuals:
W. G. Kuhns; H. M. Dieckamp; P. R. Clark, Sr.; R. L. Long;
H. D. Hukill, Jr.; M. J. Ross; J. J. Colitz; and B. A. Mehler.
For the reasons stated therein, the Staff concluded that there

,

is reasonable assurance that GPUN can and will meet its
regulatory responsibilities with no undue risk to the public

- health and safety with these individuals in their management
positions.19/

-19/ Past Met-Ed/GPUSC/GPUN managers who were either
responsible for, or involved in, events that call into
question the Licensee's management integrity are
identified in section 13.2.2 of NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5.

- -
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The Staff reached no conclusion on the managerial
integrity of individuals who no longer hold management
positions with GPUN. It is the Staff's position, and an
essential part of the Staff's ability to revalidate its
position on Licensee's management integrity, that GPUN
must obtain Staff review and approval on a case-by-case
basis prior to the assignment of R. C. Arnold,
J. Herbein, G. Miller, W. Zewe, J. Seelinger and J. Floyd
to responsible management positions associated with-

operations or maintenance of NRC-licensed facilities.
For two current GPUN management officials (i.e.,

'

E. Wallace and G. Kunder) the Staff concluded that their
current positions are not related to a TMI-1 restart
decision.

In summary, the significant reorganization of GPU's
nuclear operations into GPUN in 1982, in conjunction with a
GPUN management comprised of individuals whose integrity was
not found by the Staff to be lacking based on the information
developed on the integrity issues, caused the Staff to
conclude that current GPUN management is acceptable.

Staff's Brief at 33-35. It may be that TMIA does not like Staff's expla-

nation, but TMIA's statement that Staff "made no effort to explain" the

sigd ficance of the January 1, 1982 date is incorrect.
.

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons discussed above, TMIA has not identified any

erroneous statements by the Commission in CLI-85-2 and, therefore, TMIA's

motion for reconsideration of C -85-2 should be denied.

Respectfully submitted,
,

0

ack R. Goldberg-

Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 1st day of April,1985.
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